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Here's the spot on the Samsung Galaxy S Blaze 4G T-Mobile. When you get the fact that it has a pretty ridiculous name, and that because of that name it's a bit confusing about where it fits into the scheme of things, and that it's maybe a little overpriced, you put on a pretty capable mid-range smartphone that swings on T-Mobile's 42 megabits per second
data network. It's a lot of qualifications, actually. (And we should be used to Samsung phones ridiculously called by now.) So should you consider the SGSB4G for purchase? And what, exactly, will you find? It's all after our Samsung Galaxy S Blaze 4G review is interrupted. A good feeling in hand. Decent screen and hardware by 2011 standards. It can
access the fastest lanes of T-Mobile's data network. Includes NFC, Wifi and Wifi Direct calls. Yet another phone launched in 2012 without the Android version of 2012. Branding might be a bit confusing, as the Galaxy S phone was replaced in 2011 by the Galaxy S II. If you're looking for a mid-range phone on T-Mobile (both in price and specs), the Blaze 4G
is worth checking out, though it's missing a bit in the hardware department. Youtube link for mobile viewIng Let's get out of the way: If you're looking for the latest and largest smartphone hardware, you won't find it in Blaze 4G. It doesn't have a ridiculously large display with more pixels than Zeus. It's not the thinnest in the world (but it's not even fat). And it
doesn't have a core bazillion in a processor that rivals the clock speed of desktop computers. No, this is a mid-range smartphone. And it looks great on us. So, what do you get? Blaze 4G has a 4-inch Super AMOLD display with 480x800 resolution. If you used a qHD or a full display 720 pixel wide, going back to 480p will be a bit shocking to the old Mark I
eyeball. But it's also very usable. (But don't go and try to get us down to a lower resolution anytime soon.) Below the screen you have the four capacitive buttons in the menu-home-back-search configuration. Above is the T-Mobile logo and the 1.2MP front camera. The rest of the phone is relatively unspectacular -- power button and volume rocker where
you'd expect on both sides of the phone, with the 3.5mm headphone jack at the top and the microUSB at the bottom. The only surprise is the microSD card, accessible externally. There is no need to remove the battery cover. The round back is a structured plastic battery cover (which feels pretty nice in your hand) and the rear camera and 5MP flash. Open
the battery cover and you have a 1750 mAh battery (T-Mobile's website says 1850mAh, but our battery disagrees) and full-size SIM card. And... Well That's it. What's under the hood A muscle car, the Blaze 4G not. It has a dual-core processor of 1.5 GHz and 1 GB of RAM. Per Per you have about 1GB dedicated to apps, another 1.4 in internal memory, in
addition to the microSD card. (Our merged review came with a 4GB card.) And now you know why it's not the Galaxy S II Blaze 4G. This is definitely a phone with 2011 specs. That doesn't mean he's slow or anything -- he does the basic homework well. But he won't win any reference races anytime soon. (Not that they really tell you anything, but you know
what we mean.) Something he hid under that plastic, however, is an NFC radio, so you can get communications near the field. It also has T-Mobile's Wifi call. And it has the right radios to extract data into T-Mobile's 42 Mbps fast lane. This is really the crux of the whole phone. As for the speed of the data, it depends a lot on where you live. In a good T-
Mobile coverage area? Sweet. You're going to see ridiculous speeds. In a medium area? You'll probably still see some great speeds. (I'm not in a big area, but I still pulled in averages above 7 Mbps. Not too shabby.) The battery life was quite decent. Mileage will vary depending on the use case, but we had no real problems. And because the battery is
removable, you can always swap it for a new one, if that's how it rolls. The software So we have already established that Blaze 4G runs Gingerbread, with TouchWiz on top. This is disappointing for your average smartphone nerd, but it probably won't be a thing for the average person buying a Blaze 4G. This thing is ready for regular consumers. You have
seven home screens for apps, widgets and things like that. They are of perpetual variety, which means that you can keep flipping without hitting one or the other end. They've been pretty well uploaded with widgets and apps, perfect for someone who probably won't do much splash screen customization on their own. As for pre-installed apps, there are a few.
Actually, there are a lot of them. Between Samsung and T-Mobile, you'll probably never have to install another app. EVAH. Okay, maybe it's not that bad. But there's a lot of them. To mention: Game Base, Lookout Security, Mobile Life Organizer, More for Me (offers and offers), Netflix, Photo editor, Polaris Office, Pro app (a stub landing page for apps such
as Evernote, Dropbox and Tripit), T-Mobile Mall, Name ID, TV and Video chat, Tags (for NFC), Telenav, Yelp and Zinio. They're not even all pre-installed apps. Not for a long shot. The Galaxy S Blaze 4G cameras have a 1.2MP front camera and a 5MP rear camera. Nor is there really anything to write about at home, but they could be worse. The software is
a standard Samsung rate and is not horrible. Check out the examples below. the images below open at full resolution in a new Youtube link window of the front camera for mobile viewing Other probabilities and and Direct Wifi is already integrated. This was mainly an Android 4.0 feature. Blaze 4G has T-Mobile's Wifi call. But you need to have the correct SIM
card to use it. If you don't, the phone will yell at you. A lot. Tethering and mobile hotspotting are possible. The speakerphone is passable. The wrap-up We keep wondering where the Blaze 4G fits into the T-Mobile lineup. Also, we keep asking ourselves, Why? - a relatively fair question because T-Mobile still has the Samsung Galaxy S II and shakes 42 Mbps.
That's also another $70 or so at $229 under contract. For smartphone nerds reading this review, you're probably leaving a little no perks. But for you looking for your first Android smartphone, Blaze 4G is a top-of-average choice, with T-Mo's highest level of data launched for good measure. Cruzerlite Androidified A2 Case Mophie Juice Pack TYLT Energi
Case Lifeproof Fre Case Trident Kraken A.M.S. Case Cygnett Lavish Executive Black Leather Case Spigen Neo Hybrid Case Skech Custom Jacket Case Ballistic Aspira Series cases Body Glove Toughsuit Case X-Doria Dash Icon cases OtterBox Defender Series Case Innovez Life Series Case Belkin Grip Sheer Matte cases Cimo Slim S-Line Case Seidio
Active Case with Metal Kickstand Case Mate Glam Griffin Reveal cases Incipio Watson Wallet Folio Houses Samsung Galaxy S4 S-View Flip Cover Diztronic High Gloss Clear TPU Case Speck CandyShell Grip Case iFrogz Natural Wood cases DualTek Extreme Shock Case PureGear Retro Game Case The Samsung Galaxy S4 is a capable phone, backed
by a beautiful HD display and exceptional camera, and offers smooth performance and tons of features in an attractive package. It's also a phone that you'd rather not break on the sidewalk, nor do you want anything to shake the expensive interiors that make the Samsung Galaxy S4 the awesome smartphone it is. Thankfully, the market is laden with quality
cases, each of which apparently provides something special besides solid protection. Whether you delight in minimalist protection, like some glitter with your gold, or are a fan of all things retro, there's probably a case for you , assuming you know where to look. Here are our top picks for the best Samsung Galaxy S4 cases. Also, check out our picks for the
best Samsung Galaxy S4 accessories and our Samsung Galaxy S4 review to get a closer look at the South Korean company's flagship device and its announced capabilities. Updated on 5-2-2014 by Simon Hill: added Incipio Atlas, PureGear FabFolio, Tech21 Impact Mesh, UAG Outland and ZeroLemon Battery case. Atlas Case Incipio ($940) Entering the
robust case market in style, Incipio's Atlas boasts four layers of protection that your S4 safely in front of drops, dust and water. It is a solid mix of TPU, polycarbonate, silicone and tempered glass that covers every Waterproof up to 2 meters for up to 30 minutes meets military standards for drop tests and has an IP68 rating. It's definitely a bit cumbersome, but
robust cases are always, and it has a sense of Incipio's style. It is also available in white, black or gray. Available at: Amazon Incipio Atlas Case PureGear FabFolio Case ($19) You don't need a separate wallet with this folio case finished in your choice of oatmeal or denim material. You'll find a couple of card slots inside and a pocket of money, there's a crib
to keep your Galaxy S4 in place, and the cover has a magnetic closure. You can also fold it to create a supporting position for the horizontal view. It offers lightweight protection and also has the full range of cutouts needed to use your phone without removing it. Available at: Amazon PureGear FabFolio Case Tech21 Impact Mesh Case ($18) Here's a slim
flexible TPU case with a special D3O lining designed to deal with sudden impact shock. The case is transparent, but there is a splash of color around the edges. The mesh is inside, so the case is smooth and comfortable to hold. It comes with cutouts for all your features and covers to protect the buttons. You can get a similar case with a herringbone or
maze finish, if you prefer. Available at: Amazon Tech21 Impact Mesh Case Urban Armor Gear Outland Case ($35) No one nails industrial design like UAG and Outland really stands out thanks to orange and contrasting black. These cases are really light and combine a sturdy armor shell with a soft core that can absorb shocks. Extra protection on the corners
also provides grip to prevent the S4 from slipping from the surfaces, and if it hits the ground, you can rely on this case to keep it intact. It comes in a variety of other colors and there is also a transparent version. Available at: Amazon Urban Armor Gear Outland Case ZeroLemon Battery Case ($20) Inevitably adds a lot of mass and weight, but the ZeroLemon
case also adds a 7,500mAh battery and that means more than double the normal battery life. It is a mixture of hard plastic and TPU that can handle falls and bumps. It also adds a bit of grip with a texture on the sides and a matte finish. The doors are all protected with roofs. You can get it in some other color options, but white is not recommended as it can
become grumbling quickly. Available at: Amazon ZeroLemon Battery Case Trident Kraken A.M.S. Case ($17) It may look, and even look, like a piece of military equipment, but it's also an excellent Galaxy S4 case and is designed to offer serious from shocks, falls and elements. There is an internal silicone case, which you could use yourself if you were
looking for a lighter solution. You also have a two-piece polycarbonate exoscheleter with heavily reinforced TPE corners. Le Le the piece contains screen protector. Buttons and doors are protected and there is also a dust filter for speaker housing. There's also an easel in the back and an optional belt clip. Fully loaded this is a heavy and cumbersome case,
but it can require a lot of punishment. Available at: Amazon Trident Kraken A.M.S. Case Lifeproof Fre Case ($15) The big strength for lifeproof cases is waterproofing. Attach the Fre case to your S4 and you can dip it up to 2 meters. The case is also completely dirty, snow and bumper. It is well designed and carefully mounted to ensure that your S4 is fully
operational and that there is no sound damping. Considering the level of protection it offers, this is a fairly subtle case, but some added bulk are inevitable. You can get it in light black or choose to go with ciano, white or pink. Available at: Amazon Lifeproof Fre Case Cruzerlite Androidified A2 Case ($13) It's not much easier than Cruzerlite's TPU offerings.
These flexible cases are easy to assemble, the cutouts are precise, and a small lip protects the screen when placing the S4 face down. To add some personality, you'll find the decorated Android mascot on the back. They are slightly translucent, and you can collect them in a wide choice of colors. There is also mists on the sides to improve grip. They offer
simple and lightweight protection on a budget. Available at: Amazon Cruzerlite Androidified A2 Case TYLT Energi Case ($20) Battery cases always add mass and this is no exception, but the smart design allows you to run the battery when you don't need it. Each pack includes two cases with a slim accent that will offer basic lightweight protection. When you
need extra juice, you slide them into the battery case and you have another 2,530 mAh on tap, which will almost double the battery life of your S4. You can still upload and sync with the case and it doesn't block NFC either. If you don't like lime green, go for the red or blue varieties. Available at: Amazon TYLT Energi Case Mophie Juice Pack ($35) It's
definitely expensive, but the Mophie Juice Pack is definitely quick for a battery case and provides a reasonable level of protection from bumps and falls. It has a 2,300 mAh battery that will probably give you about 80% more, or somewhere about 7 hours. The through buttons work well, the four LEDs give a clear indication of the remaining power and it is
elegant and comfortable to hold, but it is heavy. Available at: Amazon Mophie Juice Pack Cygnett Lavish Executive Black Leather Case ($40) Real black leather, broken only by the sober silver Cygnett logo, offers a classy executive for this open Galaxy S4 case. Inside you will find an elegant brown diamond pattern on the microfiber coating. A smart design
allows you to fold the case so it can act as a support for your S4 in View. It has all the cutouts you would expect to find, but it's very easy to remove your S4 if you want to do it. It also comes with free screen protection to ensure the stunning display stays in pristine condition. Available at: Amazon Cygnett Lavish Executive Black Leather Case Spigen Neo
Hybrid Case ($30) The quick, angular finish of this Spigen offering really sets it apart. The basic case is the flexible TPU, with a rubber feel that offers good grip and the usual cushioning properties, but there's also a polycarbonate bumper frame that spins around the outside. The frame comes in a contrasting color, and there are several to choose from. It also
includes a power button and a volume rocker. The doors and camera are all accessible thanks to the cutouts. Available at: Amazon Spigen Neo Hybrid Case Skech Custom Jacket ($17) It's rare to highlight a flip-top case on our site, even more so the one that simply looks like skin. However, Skech's custom jacket is a knockout given its felt inner lining, easy
application and overall lightweight construction. It also fits the shape, sporting sturdy cutouts for buttons and other external components, while visually taking the low-key path in the form of three subtle colors (black, brown, and brown). And it just takes a quick flip to open. Available at: Amazon Skech Custom Jacket Case Ballistic Aspira Series Case ($8)
You'll find solid cases on offer on Ballistic and tend to have extra padding and support in corners where most impacts occur. The Aspira series has the usual double layer protection with rubber shock absorption inside and a hard plastic shell, but they have revived the offers for the S4 by doing everything on the colors and patterns available. Do you want
bright orange flowers on pink background or yellow and gray honeycomb? You'll find them here. Available at: Amazon Ballistic Aspira Series Cases Body Glove Toughsuit ($8) As you might expect from a case with a name like Toughsuit this exceeds military specifications for drop tests. It combines four layers, including a screen protector, to ensure the S4
doesn't break, break, or even kneel in the event of a fall from your hands and encounter a disaster on the ground. It comes with a holster and you can opt for a thin black or bright pink - it's not in the middle. It's a bit big, but that's the price you pay for serious protection. Available at: Amazon Body Glove Toughsuit Case X-Doria Dash Icon Case ($15) Invited
fabrics can be considered 70s chic in some circles, but that doesn't mean they still can't look (and feel) attractive given touch of the 21st century. X-Doria's Dash Icon series combines vibrant, structured fabrics with a hard polycarbonate inner shell designed to protect the S4 from front to back and from side to side. Models vary, but the model features raised
puff prints, which subtly add versatility to scratch-resistant durability. Available at: Amazon X-Doria Dash Icon Cases OtterBox Defender Series Case ($22) When you absolutely have to, positively protect your phone from any potential incident, then you should opt for something seriously difficult, such as otterbox's top-of-the-line Defender series. It offers
multiple levels of protection: we are talking about silicone shock absorption, a hard polycarbonate shell, screen protection and door covers. There's also a belt clip holy and an easel. It's a bit cumbersome, and screen protectors always reduce touchscreen sensitivity (remember to recalibrate to compensate). If that sounds overdone, check out the Commuter
and Reflex series on OtterBox for something lighter. Available at: Amazon OtterBox Defender Series Case Innovez Life Series Case ($25) Offers a classic combination of rigid outer shell and cushioned interior, the Innovez Life series has eco-friendly series credentials. The cases are made of environmentally friendly plastic and come in a two-tone color
design range. In addition to double layer protection, there is a raised bezel to protect the screen and button covers to safeguard controls. Available at: Innovez Innovez Life Series Case Belkin Grip Sheer Matte Case ($4) Here's a pleasant, simple, flexible, tactile case that's easy to assemble and keeps a low profile. Belkin Grip is smooth to the touch and
offers an extra grip on your S4, so you're less likely to drop it. The matte finish is colored black or white, and there is a small Belkin logo. It protects the buttons and there is a lip to protect the screen if you should lay it face down, but all doors and camera remain accessible thanks to the cutouts. Available at: Amazon Belkin Grip Sheer Matte Cases Cimo Slim
S-Line Case ($10) Bulk is the last thing you want to place on your S4, and like the aforementioned Diztronic High Gloss Clear TPU case, Cimo's flagship offering is made with that in mind. Built from thermoplastic polyurethane and embellished with raised edges, the stylish case, available in seven distinct colors, offers lightweight external protection while
protecting the screen when your phone is positioned face down. In addition, it is flexible and easy to grab given the silicon components and features pair button clippings for easy accessibility. Available at: Amazon Cimo Slim S-Line Case Next Page: Ten more of the best Samsung Galaxy S4 Seidio Active cases with metal kickstand ($328) Slim and tough is
a great combination, and this S4 case nails it. Seidio's custody a hard plastic exoscheletro with lightweight silicone interiors. The metal stand is useful to support your phone on the nightstand or watch movies, and there's no danger of it going out when it's not wanted because because Magnetic. As you would expect, all ports and functions remain accessible
when the case is in progress. Available at: Amazon Seidio Active Case with Metal Kickstand Case Mate Glam ($13) You'll find some seriously bling designs on Case Mate, including this Glam series, available in an alternative color range (this is Rose Gold). The glitter-coated intarsion is smooth to the touch and the interlocking design makes it easy to
assemble. The exterior offers good and solid protection from bumps and there is a padded lining inside to protect against scratches. It's perfect if you want a sparkling S4. Available at: Amazon Case Mate Glam Cases Griffin Reveal ($13) A two-tone quick case might be the right thing to keep your S4 in pristine condition. Griffin's Reveal series combines a
thin polycarbonate shell with a rubber lining and accents. You have full access to features and controls and the case is only 1.6 mm thick. It is a fairly minimalist option that will provide basic protection. Available at: Amazon Griffin Reveal Cases Incipio Watson Wallet Folio Case ($26) This folio-style wallet coverage should have broad appeal. Faux leather is
ecological and suitable for vegans. There is a hard shell where the S4 can sit and a micro-suede coating to make sure there are no scratches. The wallet opens to reveal three slots for cash and cards, and an elastic strap keeps the folio firmly closed and provides a splash of contrasting color. There are a couple of alternative color combinations if you don't
like the look of this. Available at: Amazon Incipio Watson Wallet Folio Case Samsung Galaxy S4 S-View Flip Cover ($17) The manufacturer's official accessories are often too expensive and offer little to recommend compared to cheaper third-party alternatives, but the S-View cover flip is a bit different. It's expensive, but it's tailor-made and has a neat
function: there's a small window on the display so you can see the signal and battery status, messages, missed calls, time/date, and music player details without opening the cover. It automatically activates when you close the lid. The back attaches to the S4, replacing the original support, so that no mass is added. The interior is soft and protects and cleans
the screen. Available at: Amazon Samsung Galaxy S4 S-View Flip Cover Diztronic High Gloss Clear TPU Case ($10) You may not want to invest much money in a case for your S4. If you just need basic protection, you can be had for less than $10. This TPU case comes in one flexible piece and is quite durable. It will absorb some impacts from impacts and
the raised circle will help to the screen if you put your phone face down. It's really thin and light and doesn't detract from the aesthetics of the S4, although the TPU can discolor over time, so you might prefer to choose a darker case. Available at: Amazon Diztronic High Gloss Clear Clear Speck CandyShell Grip case ($19) The tempting USP for this S4 case
is the inclusion of those rubber strips, designed to provide excellent grip on your phone. Double layer fittings are very common, because they work, and speck CandyShell Grip adheres to the formula with a chewy interior to absorb impact and a hard outer shell. The single piece is quite easy to assemble and there is a choice of eye-catching color
combinations. Available at: Amazon Speck CandyShell Grip Case iFrogz Natural Wood Case ($43) Both organic and sustainable, everything that's considered natural often comes at an inflated price. The Natural Wood series, one of many of iFrogz's home formation, is no different. The cases are designed using wood harvested in a sustainable way from all
over the world, with each case further inadripped with assorted motifs that only intensify the grainy consistency of the case and the rustic charm. They are durable, if not fashionable, and are not particularly prone to cracking. However, you might want to consider collecting solid screen protection to get along. Available at: Amazon iFrogz Natural Wood Cases
DualTek Extreme Shock Case ($12) Protection is in the name when it comes to the DualTek Extreme Shock Case. Available in five colors ranging from black and white to indigo and yellow, each case offers complete 360-degree protection at any time. The cases are equipped with ergonomic side handles, along with double layer casings, while remaining
relatively thin and light despite the cushioning angles and additional general protection. The price of the case is high, but so is the cost of a new phone if your S4 unexpectedly meets the sidewalk. Available at: Amazon DualTek Extreme Shock Case PureGear Retro Game Case ($8) There's no reason why your smartphone can't be moonlight as a retro
gaming rig. The Amazing and Groovy cases, the two most important cases in PureGear's flexible retro line, offer robust protection while doubling the manual entertainment of surefire shapes on the side. One sports a traditional maze of pits, the other a gravity-induced conundrum in which users attempt to mute each ball in the middle simultanously, but both
offer full-button protection at the expense of a little more circumference. Wi-Fi is not required. Available on: Amazon PureGear Retro Game Case For now they are all our Galaxy S4 cases, but we will update this roundup with new choices from time to time. Also take a look at our roundup of the best Samsung Galaxy S3 cases. Updated on 2-5-2014 by Simon
Hill: Added Trident Kraken A.M.S. Case, Lifeproof Fre Cruzerlite Androidified A2 Case, TYLT Energi Case and Mophie Juice Pack. This article was originally published on July 9, 2013 and updated to reflect recent availability on January 7, 2014. Brandon Widder contributed to this article. Recommendations of publishers Councils Councils
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